HOW SHOULD
WE GROW?
Exploring Growth Scenarios for North Cowichan's
Official Community Plan Update
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OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN UPDATE
The Municipality of North Cowichan is currently updating its Official Community Plan (OCP) to
plan for the future of our community. An OCP guides the Municipality's decisions about how land
is used and developed over the next 20 years. It also provides direction about the District's role
in housing choice and affordability, economic development, protection and enhancement of the
natural environment, action on climate change and social development.
The OCP project is split into four key phases. We are currently in Phase 3, engaging on how North
Cowichan should grow over the next 20 years.
For information on the OCP update project, please visit North Cowichan's website here.
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BACKGROUND ON GROWTH MANAGEMENT
Growth management is the practice of planning for and controlling the location, density and type
of land use and development in a community. The idea is that by managing where growth occurs,
we can increase the public benefits arising from growth and also mitigate the negative impacts of
growth on health, asset management costs and the environment.
As North Cowichan grows and develops over the long-term, growth can be shaped to help meet
our liveability and climate goals and protect our important natural and community assets. While
growth management is one important tool to achieve the OCP vision, goals and principles, we will
be considering other policy tools, as we move forward with the update of the OCP.
When we use the term 'growth', we usually refer to a combination of increased population and
increased development (residential and employment-related). As with most BC communities, North
Cowichan does not see any natural population increase (more births than deaths). However, many
communities in BC, including North Cowichan, are experiencing population growth that results
from immigration to Canada and migration from other Canadian communities/regions. The growth
in population results in increased demand for housing and services and the need for employment
for these people. Increased demand for residential development also arises from a change in
household size and demand for recreational properties.
The OCP Backgrounders provide important context for this stage of the process. The Growth
Management backgrounder highlights the following:
* Single-family is currently the dominant housing form in the community.
* There is a lack of housing options, especially ground-oriented multi-family housing.
* There is an insufficient supply of purpose-built rental housing.
* It is important to consider how North Cowichan can support its aging population.
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GROWTH SCENARIOS
Growth scenarios are a tool to engage community members on what types of growth patterns they
would like to see for North Cowichan. The three scenarios describe different options for how North
Cowichan will grow from now until 2040. These scenarios are not "final", they seek to outline
different strategies around growth management. The final product may be a blend of these various
options. Input from residents on these options and the various perspectives on future growth will
be used to prepare a land use plan and growth management policies for the updated OCP.
We have included maps with information about three scenarios:
1

Business as Usual

2

Focussed Growth

3

Multi-Centre Growth

All of the scenarios preserve North Cowichan’s agricultural, natural and rural areas outside the
Urban Containment Boundary (UCB). Each scenario includes options for low growth (yellow) and
high growth (orange) within the UCB. ‘Low growth’ means there would be a limited amount of
future development and change in this area. ‘High growth’ means more development and change
in that area with more people and more housing units.
The draft vision, principles and goals developed with the community in the fall of 2020 provide a
foundation for the growth scenario discussion. The draft OCP goals listed below present a
framework to consider the implications of each scenario. An analysis of the scenarios relating to
the draft goals is provided at the end of the document.
The draft OCP goals are:
1. Focus Growth and Development in Established Centres
2. Build Resilient, Supportive and Inclusive Communities
3. Encourage a Diverse Mix of Housing Types, Tenures and Affordability
4. Regenerate and Protect the Natural Environment
5. Enhance Local Agriculture and Food Security
6. Support a Thriving Sustainable Economy
7. Prioritize Climate Action
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NORTH COWICHAN GROWTH FORECAST
The Cowichan Valley Regional District commissioned a report by Rennie Intelligence to forecast
anticipated long-term population and employment growth in the Region1. According to the
projections in the report :
* North Cowichan might expect its population to increase from 29,913 (2017) to 38,612 by 2050,
an increase of 8,699 people or 29% over 34 years.
* Housing units are projected to increase from 12,820 in 2017 to 16,519 in 2050 (an increase of
3,699 or 29%).
* Jobs are expected to increase from 11,310 to 14,542 (an increase of 3,232 or 29%) over the
same time-period.
The 2021 Housing Needs Assessment identified a need for more one-bedroom units, subsidized
units for those experiencing homelessness, purpose-built rental units and affordable home
ownership options.

CURRENT STATUS
Water and Sewer Infrastructure
North Cowichan's Urban Containment Boundary identified in the 2011 OCP directs growth to a
compact urban area to help lower utility and infrastructure capital costs and to protect rural land
from urban development. In North Cowichan the UCB is also defined by the area that has (or is
planned to have) municipal sewers. Most of the development that has taken place over the last 20
years has occurred within the Urban Containment Boundary.
The Municipality operates potable water systems in Chemainus, Crofton, and the South End areas.
The South End system supplies the local areas of Berkey's Corner, Bell McKinnon, Quamichan,
Maple Bay, plus portions of South End Centre, Rural West and Rural East. The water systems have
adequate capacity for anticipated growth. The biggest consideration is fire flow demands for water
if density increases. Some areas would be difficult to service with higher water pressures required
for multi-family and commercial development.
The South End, Chemainus and Crofton are connected to the municipal sewer system and have
adequate capacity for the anticipated growth (portions of Bell McKinnon and Quamichan are
not yet connected). Most of Maple Bay is not serviced by the municipal sanitary sewer system.
However, the Municipality operates a small, separate sewer system near Birds Eye Cove.
1
2019

Long Range Projections of Population, Housing and Employment in the Cowichan Valley Regional District, June
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Environment & Climate
North Cowichan's land area mainly consists of agriculture, forest reserves, natural ecosystems and
rural areas. No significant growth is contemplated in these areas outside of the Urban Containment
Boundary.
When determining growth areas within the UCB, it is important to identify and protect key
environmental features, including:
* Protection of sensitive ecosystems and biodiversity by restricting any development near the
Garry Oak Preserve, Somenos/S'amunu conservation areas
* Protection of riparian areas (i.e. edges of streams, lakes and wetlands) by creating buffers from
new development to protect fish and wildlife species
* Protection of water bodies, including lakes, marshes, wetlands, rivers and oceans
* Mitigation of natural hazards including flooding, wildfires, steep slopes and sea-level rise
North Cowichan's Climate Action and Energy Plan (CAEP) identifies opportunities to reduce
North Cowichan's energy consumption and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions through community
actions, District policy and other municipal mechanisms. North Cowichan's Environment
Department provided information about greenhouse gas emissions, climate resilience and
ecosystem functions related to growth management including:
* North Cowichan’s GHG emissions come from four major sectors; light industrial operations
39%, vehicles 34%, agriculture 13%, and residences 7%,
* The vast majority of our electricity (more than 90%) is derived from hydroelectric dams,
therefore changes in housing type have less impact on community emissions than changes in
transportation mode and pattern.
* Several thousand vehicle trips per day are made between North Cowichan and either Nanaimo
or Victoria, which constitutes a significant share of personal vehicle emissions.
* The maximum likely storage of carbon in the municipal forest reserve (MFR) would offset
about 6% of community emissions in 2021. Because the carbon sequestration is annually
constant, the proportion of this offset would increase if we meet our emissions reduction
targets.

Housing and Jobs
To determine future growth areas, we must understand the current number of housing units
and jobs in North Cowichan, existing zoning and the number of units approved through legal
agreements.
Housing Units, Zoning and Residential Designations

According to the census, there are currently 8,200 single detached homes in North Cowichan,
1,535 apartments and 2,580 ground-oriented multi-family (duplex/ triplex/ townhouse) plus 510
moveable dwellings. See the table below.
Single Detached

Apartments

8,200

1,535
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Ground Oriented- Moveable
Multi-family
2,580
505

Total
12,820

North Cowichan has some approved development in the form of Comprehensive Development
(CD) plan areas (with approved zoning and phased development agreements) as well as other
lands already zoned for additional density within the Urban Containment Boundary. The intent is
for the Zoning Bylaw update (which will follow the OCP update) to align zoning with the land use
direction confirmed in the new OCP.
The Comprehensive Development Plans in Quamichan (Kingsview and Stonehill Estates) have legal
agreements that allow them to build out their remaining approved units. The Stonehill Estates
agreement expires in July. However, the Kingsview agreement expires in 2027 and the Kingsview
development is shown as a growth area in each scenario.
Beyond the approved (already zoned) development noted above, North Cowichan has significant
capacity for residential units in recently approved Local Areas Plans (including Bell McKinnon,
University Village and Crofton). While all of North Cowichan’s projected new housing units (3,699)
could be accommodated within existing designations and zoning, the intention is to align these
plans with the growth management direction confirmed through this process and consider the
need for new local plans for those areas without one (ex. Berkey’s Corner, Maple Bay, Quamichan
etc.)
Jobs & Employment Lands Designations

According to the Rennie Report, there are currently 11,310 jobs in North Cowichan with the
majority in health and education, followed by manufacturing and trades.
Primary

TWU

Construction

Manu.

Trade

Fire&Pro/Sci/
Tech/Service

Educ &
Health

Acc &
Food

Other

Public
Admin

Total

653

397

859

1,586

1,814

1,102

3,323

772

558

249

11,310

The map below illustrates the commercial and industrial designations in the 2011 OCP, where some
of these jobs are located. The industrial areas include:
* Chemainus Industrial Park and Chemainus Bay Industrial Areas
* Crofton Industrial Areas/ Catalyst Lands
* Drinkwater Industrial Area
* North Road Industrial
The neighbourhood commercial areas are in:
* Berkey’s Corner
* Quamichan
* Chemainus
There is additional commercial development along the Trans-Canada Highway including the
regional shopping centre located at Drinkwater Road.
The mixed-use commercial core designations are in Chemainus, Crofton and University Village.
The projected new jobs (3,232) can be accommodated in these commercial, mixed-use and
industrial designated areas and it is anticipated that these designations will remain the same in the
new OCP.
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SCENARIO 1: BUSINESS AS USUAL | DISPERSED GROWTH
This scenario anticipates growth in the following areas:
* Within the existing Urban Containment Boundary
* Bell McKinnon Local Area | High Growth
* University Village Local Area | High Growth

* Crofton Local Area | High Growth
* Chemainus Core | High Growth

What Does This Mean for the Future?
* Growth can occur anywhere within the UCB, which means some development on rural
and natural lands within the UCB may occur
* Growth may be more dispersed at a lower density than other scenarios
* More dispersed development means more people are reliant on their cars
* The majority of new housing units will likely be single-detached homes which tend to be
less affordable and use more resources than attached (multi-unit) dwellings.
* A new community may be created in Bell McKinnon, guided by the recently adopted
Local Plan.
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North Cowichan Growth Scenario
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NORTH COWICHAN 3D-MODEL

This model is for informational purposes only and is not suitable for legal, engineering,
or surveying purposes. Terrain data is based on 1 meter contours derived from the
LiDAR dataset published (2018-11-26) by the Local Government - Municipality of
North Cowichan and licensed under Open Government Licence – Municipality of North
Cowichan.

ISOMETRIC - SOUTHEAST

DRAFT & FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY

SCENARIO 2: FOCUSED GROWTH
This scenario focuses on growth in the following areas:
* Overall growth is focused in a much smaller area compared to the current UCB
* University Village Local Area | High Growth
* Berkey's Corner Neighbourhood Node | High Growth
* Regional Shopping Centre Designation on the TransCanada Highway at Drinkwater | High Growth
* Crofton Core Area | High Growth
* Chemainus Core Area | High Growth

What Does This Mean for the Future?
* Growth is focused in a much smaller area enabling the protection of many rural and natural
lands from development
* New land use designations would permit higher density development in the core of existing
communities
* Less dispersed development means people are less reliant on cars for transportation
* The majority of new housing units are likely to be in attached, multi-unit buildings (duplexes,
townhouses, apartments)
* Bell McKinnon hospital site will proceed with some medical services without the residential
growth envisioned by the Local Area Plan

North Cowichan Growth Scenario

02 Focused Growth
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NORTH COWICHAN 3D-MODEL

This model is for informational purposes only and is not suitable for legal, engineering,
or surveying purposes. Terrain data is based on 1 meter contours derived from the
LiDAR dataset published (2018-11-26) by the Local Government - Municipality of
North Cowichan and licensed under Open Government Licence – Municipality of North
Cowichan.
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SCENARIO 3: MULTI-CENTRE GROWTH
This scenario anticipates growth in additional areas to enhance the opportunity for ‘15-minute
neighbourhoods’. The notion of ‘15-minute neighbourhoods’ gained popularity during the
COVID-19 pandemic and creates an opportunity for residents to walk or cycle to shops or services
in 15 minutes from their homes.
This scenario anticipates growth in the following areas:
* Overall growth is focused in a smaller area than the current UCB
* University Village Local Area | High Growth
* Crofton Core Area | High Growth
* Chemainus Core Area plus Neighbourhood Node | High Growth
* Bell McKinnon Core Village Area plus Neighbourhood Node | High Growth
* Quamichan Neighbourhood Node | High Growth
* Berkey's Corner Neighbourhood Node (two areas) | High Growth
* Maple Bay Neighbourhood Node | Low Growth

What Does This Mean for the Future?
* Growth is focused in a smaller area than the current UCB enabling the protection of some rural
and natural lands from development.
* New land use designations would allow increased density in neighbourhood nodes such as
ground-oriented multi-unit housing (duplex, triplex, townhomes)
* Increased density around nodes means local commercial opportunities are more viable
* Denser nodal development means people are less reliant on cars
* A new neighbourhood may be formed in Bell McKinnon Core Village area
* Denser development in Maple Bay may not be financially viable due to the lack of connection
to municipal sewer service
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North Cowichan Growth Scenario

03 Multi-Centre Growth
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NORTH COWICHAN 3D-MODEL

This model is for informational purposes only and is not suitable for legal, engineering,
or surveying purposes. Terrain data is based on 1 meter contours derived from the
LiDAR dataset published (2018-11-26) by the Local Government - Municipality of
North Cowichan and licensed under Open Government Licence – Municipality of North
Cowichan.
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Analysis of Scenarios: Draft 2021 Official Community Plan Goals
SCENARIO

What does this mean for the future?
FOR ALL
SCENARIOS




The existing sewer
and water systems
in the South End,
Chemainus and
Crofton have
adequate capacity
for anticipated
growth
Maple Bay not
connected to he
the municipal sewer
system

GOAL #1 :
Growth and Development
in Established Centres

1



Growth may be dispersed at a lower density throughout the
Urban Containment Boundary (UCB)



2011 current Urban Containment Boundary maintained which
includes some environmentally sensitive and rural areas

BUSINESS
AS USUSAL



A new community will be created in Bell McKinnon which
means development on rural lots in this area. Sewer lines will
need to be extended

SCENARIO



Growth may be focused at a higher density in
established centres of Berkey's Corner, University
Village, Chemainus and Crofton Core



Urban Containment Boundary is reduced in size to
protect the environment and rural areas



More mixed-use buildings with residential,
commercial and office spaces in larger mixed-use
centres



Growth focused in Berkey's Corner, University Village,
Chemainus and Crofton Core, as well as in Bell McKinnon,
Quamichan and Maple Bay to create opportunity for residents
to access shops and services by foot or bicycle



Maple Bay is not connected to the municipal sewer system.
New development would need to accommodate on-site
treatment system and may make development non-viable

2

FOCUSED
GROWTH

SCENARIO

3

MULTI-CENTRE
GROWTH

to strengthen our vibrant communities while maintaining individual character. Liveable, compact communities will preserve natural and rural areas and encourage climate-friendly and active ways to move
around. Development will occur in a low-impact, site adapted manner integrating natural features and ecological systems.

SCENARIO

1

BUSINESS
AS USUSAL



Less dense residential communities may mean people are more reliant on
cars and thereby less physically active



Less dense development may mean fewer opportunities to realize public
benefits through development (childcare, accessibility improvements for
public realm etc.)



As per the Bell McKinnon local plan, the new hospital may be surrounded by
significant new housing and services



Denser mixed-use communities may mean people are less reliant on cars and
thereby more physically active



Denser communities may mean more walkable, compact communities which
fosters social interaction and improved health outcomes



Denser developments may indicate more opportunities for public benefits



New hospital may proceed with some medical services in surrounding area
but little residential growth in Bell McKinnon area



Denser neighbourhoods will strengthen opportunities for commercial uses
and provide ground-oriented multi-family housing options



Denser neighbourhoods with access to shops and service may mean people
are less reliant on cars and thereby more physically active



New hospital will proceed and may allow for some surrounding commercial
and residential growth to support medical workers and others

What does this mean for the future?
SCENARIO

2

FOCUSED
GROWTH

SCENARIO

GOAL #2 :
Resilient, Supportive and
Inclusive Communities

3

MULTI-CENTRE
GROWTH

that enhance health and well-being and provide opportunities in recreation, arts, culture and access to nature.

SCENARIO

1



The majority of new housing forms may be single-family, based on market
demand



Single-family homes do not meet the need identified in the Housing Needs
Assessment for affordable and purpose-built rental housing



The majority of new housing forms may be multi-family housing which
creates options for younger people, seniors and lower-income families



There may be a higher percentage of purpose-built rental and non-market
housing which creates affordable housing options



Focusing growth may restrict single family home development and limit
supply which may increase prices for this type of housing



New housing in the neighbourhood centres may be multi-family which
provides options



Single-family home development may be restricted and limit supply which
may increase prices for this type of development

BUSINESS
AS USUSAL

What does this mean for the future?
SCENARIO

2

FOCUSED
GROWTH

SCENARIO

GOAL #3 :
Diversity of Housing,
Types and Tenures
to accommodate the needs of the community.

3

MULTI-CENTRE
GROWTH

SCENARIO

1

What does this mean for the future?



Development may occur throughout the
UCB which may mean loss of habitat and
ecosystem connectivity and biodiversity



Growth is highly focused within UCB
to protect ecosystem connections and
biodiversity



Growth is focused within UCB to protect
ecosystem connections and biodiversity

BUSINESS
AS USUSAL

FOR ALL SCENARIOS


Forestry, agricultural and rural areas outside of
UCB are protected from development



Continued protection of environment and
natural hazards (slope, wildfire, coastal) through
development permits for all new development



New development should consider only ecofriendly construction materials (no old growth
timber etc.)

GOAL #4 :
Enhance our Natural
Environment

by protecting and regenerating our rural countryside, forests, rivers, lakes and ocean.

SCENARIO

2

FOCUSED
GROWTH

SCENARIO

3

MULTI-CENTRE
GROWTH

SCENARIO

1



SCENARIO

2

Agriculture and
rural areas continue
to be protected
outside the UCB

Food Security



Most food-producing land protected within UCB



Most food-producing land protected within UCB

FOCUSED
GROWTH

SCENARIO

GOAL #5 :

May be some loss of food producing lands within UCB due to development

BUSINESS
AS USUSAL

What does this mean for the future?

FOR ALL
SCENARIOS



3

MULTI-CENTRE
GROWTH

in North Cowichan by encouraging local food production and protecting farmable land.

SCENARIO

1

What does this mean for the future?
FOR ALL
SCENARIOS



Commercial and
Industrial lands
maintained in all
scenarios where
local, green
jobs could be
encouraged

GOAL #6 :
Thriving Sustainable
Economy



Single-family construction industry will likely continue to grow



More live/work and mixed-used buildings (commercial, office and
residential) which provide jobs closer to home



May mean less single family development and may impact
construction industry



More neighbourhood commercial opportunities

BUSINESS
AS USUSAL

SCENARIO

2

FOCUSED
GROWTH

SCENARIO

3

MULTI-CENTRE
GROWTH

that focusses on sustainable jobs and local businesses including green technologies and innovative agriculture which leads to meaningful work and prosperity for all and responds to
regional economic change.

SCENARIO

1

What does this mean for the future?



Less dense communities mean more car trips,
energy use and emissions



Denser communities mean less energy use/
emissions from cars



Neighbourhood centres may mean people can walk
or bicycle to shops and service and less energy use/
emissions from cars

BUSINESS
AS USUSAL

FOR ALL
SCENARIOS


Forestry reserve maintained which
promotes carbon sequestration



New construction and development
contains ‘embodied carbon’



Agricultural and light industrial
emissions continue unless other
policy actions enacted



Patterns of car trips to Victoria/
Nanaimo for work may continue,
unless focus on local job creation/
work from home options

GOAL #7 :
Prioritizing Climate
Action

by reducing energy consumption and emissions and adapting to climate change.

SCENARIO

2

FOCUSED
GROWTH

SCENARIO

3

MULTI-CENTRE
GROWTH

